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 The effect of disparity reduction

Figure: Our disparity reduction method was tested using Middlebury 4

stereo images. Our reduction rate is defined as below. All candidates :

Tsukuba Venus: 30, Cones Teddy 70.

 Comparison with other methods

Table and Figure: Table shows Comparison with other real time stereo

algorithms. Figures are disparity estimation result of Tsukuba image. WM

is weighted median filter, which we use as post filter. Mde/s is block

matching efficiency index and defined as follows :

 Our contribution can be summarized as follows:

 Obtaining the global feature of disparities using Full-Image 2D POC.

 Sparse block matching based on valid disparities selection from FIPOC.

 High-efficiency calculation even when combined with naive SAD.

 Disparity candidates of stereo block matching

Stereo block matching is a method to obtain distance by measuring

local patch disparity of two stereo images.

➢ Calculation order is 𝑂 𝑛 × 𝑑
𝑛: pixel number  in image.

𝑑: searching disparity range.

Disparity candidates selection can accelerate stereo BM.

 Phase Only Correlation Diagram 

Figure: Diagram of Phase Only Correlation

2. Normalized cross phase spectrum መ𝐶 𝑘𝑥, 𝑘𝑦 is obtained as follows:

1. The output of discrete Fourier transform of an image consists of

amplitude and phase components.

3. IDFT is performed to obtain the output spectrum Ƹ𝑐(𝑥, 𝑦)

The output spectrum has same size as the input image.

 The output spectrum of a shifted image → delta function

shift detection 

image matching

POC

relation:

Output :Multi peak spectrum

peak position : the disparity value of object

peak intensity: the area width of object

→ can detect disparity distribution !! ( << 7 ms)

 Full image 2D POC to stereo image pair
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Figure: Photo images on the right are commonly used stereo benchmark

image (Middlebury ver.2). The four graphs are the output spectrum of Full

Image 2D POC and ground truth and 1D POC result. It is noted that our

method is more effective than 1D POC in the accuracy/calculation cost.

 Disparity Candidate Reduction
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 Our experiments show that our method can estimate global disparity

distribution and it can run much faster than stereo BM.

 Using this distribution, reduction of stereo cost calculation without

dropping accuracy. →Effective

 Our SAD BM implementation can achieve high efficiency compared

with the current real-time stereo method.

1. Sort output by intensity.

2. Pick up the disparity candidate 

which have high intensity.

3. Cost calculation using this disparity.

SAD cost function

Figure: Outline of our disparity candidate reduction.


